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SHRI SURESH PRABHU   Sir, I move : "That the Bill be 

passed." 
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SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL : Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I would like to 
make a request to you. The next Bill, the Delhi Rent (Amendment) Bill, 
1997 be taken up later on because there is a move to bring forth 
amendments to this Bill. In view of this, I would request you to take up 
the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Bill.2001. There 
is some urgency also with regard to this Bill. 

THE PROTECTION OF PLANT VARIETIES AND FARMERS' 
RIGHTS BILL, 2001 
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THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI AJIT SINGH): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, I move : 

"That the Bill to provide for the establishment of an 
effective system for protection of plant varieties, the 
rights of farmers and plant breeders and to encourage 
the deve-lopment of new varieties of plants, as passed 
by the Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. "         
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[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU) in the Chair] 

The Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Bill was 
introduced in the Lok Sabha on the 14"' September, 1999. Thereafter, 
the Bill was referred to a Joint Committee of both Houses of 
Parliament, comprising 20 Members from the Lok Sabha and 10 
Members from the Rajya Sabha, under the Chairmanship of Shri Sahib 
Singh Verma. The Joint Committee presented its report to the Lok 
Sabha and Rajya Sabha on the 25" August, 2000. The JPC visited 15 
States and recorded oral evidence of representatives of farmers, 
experts, individuals etc. and received 132 memoranda containing 
suggestions. The Joint Committee have revised the Bill, based on their 
extensive interaction with the representatives of farmers, experts, 
individuals etc., during their visits to various States. 

The concept of Plant Breeders' rights arises from the need to 
provide incentives to plant breeders engaged in the creative work of 
research which sustains agricultural progress through returns on 
investments made in research and to persuade the researcher to 
share the benefits of his creativity with society. A system of plant 
breeders' rights encourages better and mission-oriented research for 
development of varieties that are fully suited to a given agro-climatic 
region. 

India has developed commendable strength in agricultural 
research. Indian breeders working, mainly, in the public research 
system have developed a large number of new varieties. In the 
absence of plant breeders' rights, these varieties would be freely 
available to others for exploitation. New varieties developed on th'e 
basis of these varieties could get protected in other countries without 
any benefit accruing to Indian institutions/organisations, whereas the 
availability of varieties developed in countries which provide for plant 
breeders' rights would be restricted in India. Therefore, putting in place 
a system of plant breeders' rights through law in India provides 
protection to the plant varieties developed by public research system. 
A system of plant breeders' rights in the country would also encourage 
foreign companies to organise buy-back production of seeds in India 
for export to their countries without any fear of unauthorised use of 
their genetic material. 

The obiective of the proposed legislation is to give a 
significant thrust to agricultural growth by providing an effective 
system for the protection of plant varieties and farmers' rights which 
will stimulate investments for research and development,  both  in the 
public and the 
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private sectors, for the development of new plant varieties by ensuring 
appropriate returns on such investment. It will also facilitate the growth 
of the seed industry in the country through domestic and foreign 
investment which will ensure the availability of high quality seeds and 
planting material to Indian farmers. The proposed legislation 
recognises the role of farmers as cultivators and conservers and the 
contribution of traditional, rural and tribal communities to the country's 
agro biodiversity by rewarding them for their contribution through 
benefit sharing and protecting the traditional rights of the farmers. 

''Farmers" Rights' have been assigned special status and 
prominence in the "Protection of Plant Varieties & Farmers' Rights Bill, 
20001". A separate chapter relating to "Farmers' Rights" entitles a 
farmer the same level of protection as in the case of breeder, if he has 
bred a new variety. Farmers' variety, like other extant varieties, will 
also be entitled for protection. A farmer, who is engaged in 
conservation of genetic resources of land races, wild relatives etc., is 
also entitled for recognition and reward. The farmers' rights include his 
traditional rights to save, use, sow, re-sow, exchange, share or sell his 
farm produce, including seed or a variety, protected under this Act, 
with the exception that he will not be entitled to sell branded seed of a 
protected variety. There are other unique features like protection 
extended to farmers for innocent infringement and compensation to be 
given to farmers if the registered variety does not meet the promised 
level of performance under given conditions. 

The draft of the Bill, as revised by the JPC, was circulated to 
all concerned Ministries and Departments for their views. On the basis 
of the feedback, two modifications were suggested: firstly, limiting of 
benefit sharing to citizens of India and firms etc. established in India; 
and secondly, authorising the Government of India to issue directives 
to the PVP Authority in the public interest. In addition, linguistic and 
legalistic amendments have been introduced. 

The Protection of Plant Varieties & Farmers' Rights Bill, 2001, 
as revised by the JPC, with the official amendments, was considered 
and passed by the Lok Sabha on the 9,h of this month. 

The Rajya Sabha may consider the Protection of Plant 
Varieties & Farmers' Rights Bill, 2001, as passed by the Lok Sabha, 
and pass the Bill. Thank you, Sir. 
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The question was proposed. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Now, the 
motion is open for discussion. Before we start the discussion proper, 
let me say one thing. As the Minister has rightly pointed out, the Bill 
has gone through the process of the Joint Parliamentary Committee. I 
am given to understand that we have a very heavy schedule of 
business tomorrow. So, we will make an all-out attempt to conclude 
the discussion and reply of the Minister, and pass the Bill today itself. 
Therefore, I request all the hon. Members, who are going to speak, to 
make precise observations on the specific provisions of the Bill.   Dr. 
A. R. Kidwai. 

DR. A.R. KIDWAI (Delhi): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, thank you 
very much for giving me this opportunity to speak on the Protection of 
Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Bill, 2001. May I say that there is a 
general feeling in the country that the farmers' interests have not been 
well served while dealing with international agreements? In 1974, 
when the Uruguay Conference was held, agriculture was brought 
under the sphere or ambit of it. Without consulting the farmers, without 
consulting the States, the subject of agriculture has been brought 
under it. That is not all. When the TRIPs Agreement took place, 
agriculture was brought under the Intellectual Property Rights Act. 
Thu^throughout the series of agreements, the farmers have not been 
cormilted, the States, who should have been consulted in the matter of 
agriculture, have not been consulted. The Centre has entered into 
agreements at the TRIPs, at Uruguay and others place, without 
consultations and taking into account the views of the farmers, whose 
interests have been sacrificed, as you see in the present case. But 
take, for example, the case of Europe. In all the agreements, the 
European countries have protected their farmers' interests. But in the 
case of Indian farmers, the benefit of protection is restricted to only 10 
per cent of production. As far as European countries are concerned, 
they get full protection and even if they do not sow their land and the 
land is fallow, they get full compensation. There can be no comparison 
of the subsidy and support that the European farmers get, which are 
denied to the Indian farmers under the GATT. Similarly, in the USA, 
the farmers get the social security benefits and, in fact, they provided 
under their law that the US law will prevail over the international 
agreements, as far as the farmers' interests are concerned. But in 
India, which is a country of poor, small and marginal farmers, we have 
not taken any such steps or measures to protect their 
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interests. This Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Bill is 
something which has to be considered seriously. I am happy that the 
Minister of Agriculture is himself a leader, of farmers. He will give due 
attention to what is happening and see how we can remedy and 
correct the situation. 

There is a union for protection of plant varieties. Some 
multinational companies thought that the farming community has not 
been well-exploited so far, except in the case of fertilizers, and that 
seed was an area where they could further exploit them, not only for 
one year or two years but also for a long time to come. 

Therefore, they formed a union for protection of plant varieties, 
which is called UPOV. But the Indian Government has not agreed with 
the policy of UPOV. The multinational companies interested in the 
patenting of seed varieties formed a union and invited India to become 
a member of this union. But India has not so far become a member of 
this union. A considered decision was taken that since this organisation 
was against the interest of the farmers, we would not join it. We have 
not yet joined them. But I do not know as to when a scheme for 
protection of plant varieties was presented by them and we accepted 
that scheme without taking into consideration the interests of the 
farmers. Actually, they want seed varieties to be patented for 15 to 18 
years. The^bre, for one generation, you cannot make any improvement 
or developments the seed varieties which have already been patented 
by the multinational companies. 15 to 18 years is a very long period. 
Some of us who were Members of the Joint Select Committee had 
protested against it. We have also incorporated a note of dissent on 
this in the report of the Joint Select Committee so that when the Bill is 
brought before the House, the merits and demerits of the Bill are 
considered seriously. 

The handing over of patent rights f£r any variety for 15 to 18 
years to a multinational company will do serious/ damage to the 
interests of the Indian farmers. We cannot improve these varieties. We 
have also agreed that infringement of a patent right is a civil action for 
which we can claim compensation. We are also providing machinery 
for the prosecution of a farmer who infringes upon the patent right. He 
will have to pay heavy damages up to Rs. 10 lakhs and would be put in 
jail. It is a criminal action. Nowhere in the world, for infringement of a 
patent right, which is a civil 
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action, except for monitory compensation, any penalty is imposed. In 
India, we have not yet put up a separate authority for an industrial 
patent. But to protect the interests of multinationals in the seed trade, 
we have recommended in this Bill that an authority would be set up to 
enforce these measures and there is a provision of not only for 
monetary compensation but also for imprisonment for three years. Sir, 
he is a small farmer having a few acres of land. If he infringes upon a 
patent right, he will be put in jail for three years. His entire family would 
suffer. Why were these people so enthusiastic in providing this kind of 
protection to the breeders? Who are the breeders? These 
multinational companies are not the breeder of seeds. When did they 
become breeders? What they do is, they buy the seed varieties 
developed by others and make it their monopoly for a long period of 
time just to exploit the farmers. The seed breeder is a farmer. The 
seed breeders are research institutions like agricultural universities like 
the National Bureau of Genetic Research or the ICAR or the other 
research institutions in India and outside. These are the breeders, but 
they don't figure anywhere in this Bill. Now, the multinationals are 
calling themselves the breeders. By what stretch of imagination can 
these self-titled breeders, the multinationals, be called the breeders? 
And you are helping them to get into this business! In this Bill, you 
have defined the multinationals as the breeders of seeds entitled to 
long-term patent rights, which means, India cannot develop its own 
resources. I would like to draw the attention of this House that India is 
one of the richest countries in the world in biodiversity, in plant genetic 
resources. There is no other country which can match India's 
resources. In the beginning, we were persuaded to set up a Plant 
Genetic Resource Centre, and we did that. We are proud that today 
ours is one of the richest centres in the world in the field of Plant 
Genetic Resource. And, we had donated all our varieties to the United 
States and to other developed countries in the name of research and 
for the sake of development of plant varieties. Now, they want to 
patent these germ plasms, which they have taken from us, and they 
want to sell them back to India. First of all, it was wrong on the part of 
India to have donated its germ plasms. We should have made it a 
condition that if it was used for commercial purposes, then, India would 
have the right to take royalty on this. This condition was not made. In 
our enthusiasm to donate to the world, we did not protect our interests. 
We handed over all the materials that we had collected. Now they are 
coming up with patent on basmati, haldi, amla and jeera. There are 
hundreds of other Indian germ plants which would be patented by 
them.   And, now, we are in a hurry to give them the 
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patent rights as soon as possible.   Why is this hurry?   The WTO has 
agreed that the developing countries can take time; originally it was 
2000 A.D. but this has been extended up to 2005.   Then, why are we 
in such a hurry that by postponing all other Bills, we have brought in 
this Bill?   Is it to ensure that the multinationals immediately get the 
patent right for the exploitation of Indian agricultural resources?   The 
other developing countries of the world, namely, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Holland and the ASEAN countries are waiting for our move because 
they consider India as their leader.   We are setting a bad example by 
hurrying up and passing this Bill, which is totally against the interests 
of the developing countries, and we are handing over our genetic 
resources and their utilisation to the multinationals.   To sum up, this is 
the story. 

Sir, if you see the provisions of clause 30 of the Bill, it says 
that no country, no researcher, has the right to use the parent material 
without the permission of the patentee country, and this they have 
taken from us. Now, they say, we cannot use the parent material for 
our own research work. What kind of a Bill is it? Mr. Minister, every 
provision of this Bill requires a serious discussion and in depth study 
not only by the experts, but also by the farmers because it is their fate. 
It is the farmers who have developed various varieties. If you go to any 
part of the country, the farmers have their own peculiar genetic 
material available, whether it is wheat, rice, oil or anything, a rich 
collection of plant material and genetic material. Today, the wheat that 
we are using in this country is not the original Mexican wheat. It is the 
Mexican wheat that India has improved from its own resources and 
that is now the best quality of wheat all over the world. Why are they 
after Basmati? Basmati is an Indian product which our farmers, over 
generations and over years and years, have protected and developed. 
If we call these multinationals as breeders and give them patent rights 
so as to exploit us, there cannot be a greater mistake. It is our 
research institutions, the Agriculture Universities, ICAR, National 
Bureau of Plant Genetic Material, which are doing active research work 
and producing these varieties. And our method is not confined only to 
research institutions. The ICAR has the National Coordinated 
Research and Development Programme. Any variety developed in any 
university or anywhere else is sent to the national centres at 
Kanyakumari, Kerala, Gujarat and other centres for trials and after 
these varieties are found to be useful in all parts of the country and 
after these go through the farm trials, then only we accept them. That 
is how we have developed the "Sharbati' variety of wheat and basmati.   
Here, a farmer is an 
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equal partner in testing, in developing, in field trials of varieties 
developed by research institutions on the basis of traditional varieties 
which have been, for thousands of years, maintained by our farmers. 
Are you going to hand over so easily their hard work, their preserved 
traditional genetic resources, to the multinationals, the way we are 
proposing to do through this Bill? All the scientists whom we have met 
and with whom we have discussed it, are of the view that we are 
selling our farmers, our rich traditional genetic resources to the 
multinationals for nothing, and to the detriment of our farmers. Once 
they have taken it, we cannot use it without their permission, as per 
section 30 of this Bill whereby no parent material can be used for 
research purposes without their permission. What is happening in the 
country? We cannot be silent witnesses to what is happening, the way 
our national wealth and natural resources, with which we have been 
endowed with and on which we have been living and on which a large 
population of our farmers has been living, is being sold in this way. The 
criminal and civil provisions, the setting up of an authority to help 
promote their interests, are all detrimental to our farmers' interests. For 
any discovery, nobody has been given the right for patent for fifteen or 
eighteen years. All these things require a serious review and 
consideration. Then, what is the hurry? This decision to accept the 
model of the union of the multinationals is against the decisions of the 
Ministry -- to accept patent rights. Patent means that you have given 
up the entire right, even of the patent material. The WTO has 
suggested that you can also protect breeders' rights by giving them 
trade marks. By sui generis, by making laws so that they can sell their 
products as monopoly products. But you don't have the right for 
eternity on the material developed by us. Why can't we accept this 
model, namely, sui generis"? Therefore, when our agricultural 
scientists and the Centre for Development of Agriculture and 
Environment saw that the Ministry has adopted a model against their 
own decision, they prepared another model of agreement to protect 
breeders' right. We agree that we must protect the breeders' right. Two 
organisations, one the Gene Campaign, and the other, the Centre for 
Development of Environment and Agriculture, came together, held a 
convention; after that convention, they developed a model called 
COFAPB, Convention of Farmers and Plant Breeders. This, is an ideal 
model which suits this country. This Committee did not take into 
consideration the COFAPB model. I want to know why this model was 
not considered. It has been produced by Indian farmers and breeders 
and it is an ideal model which suits the role of scientists and farmers 
together in developing new varieties which protects India's interests. I 
would like the hon. Minister to tell 
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us why COFAPB model was not given due consideration, the merits of 
COFAPB model and its suitability for Indian conditions. These are 
some of the serious considerations. I know these are scientific subjects 
in which, first  the scientists should be involved. Let them meet -- as in 
this case, the Gene Campaign and the Centre for Environment and 
Agriculture, when they felt   disappointed   with   this   kind   of   activity,   
they   called   a   convention, developed a model which served their 
requirement, and that requires, at least, some consideration. 

Sir, I have one last point. What is the hurry in passing this Bill; 
when we can wait up to 2005? Another five years are there. 

SHRI SURESH A, KESWANI (Maharashtra): This Bill is being 
examined by the Joint Select Committee on Patents. 

DR. A.R. KIDWAI: At the Seattle Conference of WTO. all the 
developing countries of Asia and Africa came together; when they 
realized that on WTO and TRIPS, they were being exploited, they 
came together and placed certain demands at the Seattle Conference. 
They made certain recommendations. They said, "Unless these 
demands are met, we are not going to consider." That is why the 
Seattle Conference adjourned. Now, recently, in Delhi, there was a 
meeting to convene another meeting of the Conference, where India 
came out and said there was no need for convening another meeting 
of the WTO, unless our demands were fully met. This was only about 
two weeks back. Then, what is the hurry? Because the provisions of 
TRIPS and WTO,  under which this is being done will be governed by 
the final decision on the basic issues which have been there before the 
WTO. It should be postponed. It should not be held, unless the issues 
which were before the Seattle Conference are discussed and finally 
settled. Mr. Minister, this is my request to you because you are a 
farmer; you are a leader of the farmers. Therefore, you have an 
independent look at this issue, from the point of view of the farmers. I 
would suggest, for the present, after discussion, this Bill should be 
postponed. No final voting should he held on this because we need 
time to examine this. This is not a matter of urgency for the whole 
nation. Therefore, it should be postponed, and no decision should be 
taken, unless the Minister has some time to consult and satisfy the 
farmers, the scientists and others on this subject. Thank you very 
much. 
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THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (SHRI    O.    RAJAGOPAL): Sir,    I    have    
to    make    a    submission. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): First, let me 
hear the Minister. 

SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL: Sir, I have to make a small 
submission. Today, the Minister of Health has given notice for making 
a statement regarding the AllMS hospital strike. I request that he may 
be permitted to make a statement today. We will have a small break; 
and then we can continue this discussion. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU) : Let me take 
the sense of the House. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (West Bengal) : Sir, it is all right. Let 
the Minister make the statement. We are agreeing to listen to the 
Minister fully. But the point is, whether we can continue this discussion 
which is going on Plant Varieties Bill in this situation or not. There is a 
feeling that we should take it up tomorrow, and some other things can 
be discussed today. I think, we can postpone it for tomorrow. It cannot 
be discussed in this House in this situation. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA (West Bengal): Sir, this is an 
exceptional Bill. Let us not confuse it with the other things. Once we 
give in for a hurried passage to this Bill, we shall be committing a 
blunder to ourselves and we shall be betraying the confidence of the 
vast majority of 
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the population of this country. So, my submission to you is, kindly do 
not give way to this Bill in such a House. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. 
Bhattacharya, the difficulty is, when the discussion on the Bill was 
started, I had made a statement from the Chair that we have to 
conclude the discussion today. The House agreed to that. But, 
subsequently, if the Members feel like this, then I would ask the 
opinion of the Government, because we have taken the sense of the 
House already. I mean to say, in this case, we have to take the sense 
of the House again. But let me hear the Minister also. ... 
interruptions)... 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA: But, Sir, after hearing Dr. 
Kidwai and Shri Joshi," the situation has changed. They pointed out 
how a serious situation is going to be precipitated following the 
passage of this Bill. After we have heard them, we have understood 
this thing. ...(Interruptions)...So, Sir, it is my submission.     
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL : Sir, the hon. Minister wants to say 
something.  ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI (Maharashtra) : Sir, I would like 
to make a small observation. This House must know that this very 
issue is pending before the Joint Committee on Patents.. Sir, recently, 
I was invited to the United States by the Congressman Mr. Denis 
Kushnich who was introducing a Food Security Bill in the US 
Congress. He had invited me to listen to the views of the Committee 
as to how do we react to the fact that genetic modification is taking 
place and the plant varieties and seeds are being affected in a 
manner, which are having devastating affects on agriculture, land, soil 
quality and on a number of other areas. This is a matter which is of 
very serious consequence in all developing countries. Some multi-
nationals, who are -- I do not want to name them. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. 
Keswani, I think you are going into the substance of the Bill, which at 
this instance you cannot do. 

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI: What I want to say, Mr. Vice- 
Chairman, Sir, is that our Dr. Vandana Siva is going round the United 
States on this very issue.  
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. 
Keswani, I would like to point out that what you are making are 
substantial points which you cannot make under the Rules of Business 
at this point of time. When you speak on the Bill, you can make all 
those points. But what I am saying is ...(Interruptions)... I am on 
procedure. I am on procedure. We have already taken the sense of the 
House. Then, subsequently, some hon. Members have a feeling that it 
is not to be concluded today. I do not know what could be done.   As 
Mr. Bhaltacharya ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN (Karnataka) : Sir, you have already 
taken the sense of the House. It cannot go on changing every time. 
...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): That is why 
I am just taking the opinion of the Government. 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN:   That is correct. 
SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI: Sir, all we want is that let us 

have this debate tomorrow.   That is all. 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): But the 

point that you are making does not make out that point. 
SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL : Sir, the hon. Minister wants to make a 

submission regarding this particular Bill. 
THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI AJIT SINGH) : Sir, 

a point has been made that we need to discuss it more; that we need 
more time; that Members are not here. Sir, this Bill was first introduced 
last week. But some Members came and said, 'there are not enough 
Members today; let us postpone it till the next week.' 

So, it was postponed to today. Now, again the same point is 
being made that Members are not there. What guarantee is there that 
Members would be there tomorrow or day after? This is the first thing. 
Enough time has been given if people were interested, if people 
wanted to speak on it, 

Secondly, this Bill was introduced in 1999. A Joint 
Parliamentary Committee was constituted, which took about 8 months 
to visit about 15 States. 132 memoranda were submitted to it. If any 
hon. Member or any organisation wanted to submit a memorandum on 
this Bill, they had all the time. This Bill incorporates, in fact, I will say 
most of the suggestions made by the JPC. So, I don't understand this 
attempt being made now not to pass the Bill. ...(Interruptions)...  
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. 
Minister, you are complicating the matters. ...(Interruptions)... I think, 
some simple points have been made by the Members. There is no 
reason to get worked upon that. ...(Interruptions)... I think, we are not 
allowing a debate on this. ...(Interruptions)... We are not going to have 
a debate on this. The Minister has very clearly pointed out the reason 
why we are discussing the Bill today. Now, on that, I want a substantial 
procedural reason to postpone this Bill. On the content of the Bill and 
otherwise, we cannot postpone. If you have any procedural point as to 
why we should postpone, we can postpone it. But I think the Minister's 
remark that somebody is attempting not to pass the Bill was over-
stepping. It will only complicate the matters. ...Interruptions)... 

SHRI SURESH A.. KESWANI: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, in spite 
of the fact that the Joint Parliamentary Committee has considered this, 
in spite of some objections which were placed -- a dissent note which 
was there; I am not referring to that -- I am only referring to this very 
limited point that in the wisdom of this House, it was decided to give 
over this matter once again to the Joint Committee on Patents. This 
issue is before us. We are also debating it. The Joint Committee on 
Patents is considering this very issue. 
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SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL : No. We will continue with this Bill. 
...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Please, 
please, please, let him complete. Then, I will allow Mr.Sharma. 

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI: Mr. T.N. Chaturvedi is the 
Chairman of the Committee. We have recorded evidences from a 
number of witnesses on this very issue. That Committee is yet to 
submit its report. I would urge the Government to wait for that 
Committee's report before we pass this Bill in a hurry because we are 
dealing with the issues which can affect the lives of millions of farmers 
of this country. This is my submission. 
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SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA (Gujarat) : Mr. Vice-Chairman, I 
was also a Member of that Committee. The very point that Mr. 
Keswani is making was discussed thoroughly. The Committee was of 
the opinion that we need not wait for the decision that is going to be 
taken by the Joint Committee on Patents. The Lok Sabha had already 
passed this Bill. This Bill has come to us for passing. So, we should 
take it up today itself. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI: I would like to say only one thing. 
...(Interruptions)... The Joint Committee on Patents was constituted 
after the Lok Sabha had passed the Bill. Rajya Sabha did not pass it. 
That is how we had to set up the Joint Committee on Patents. This 
Joint Committee is examining this very issue. It is affecting the lives of 
millions of farmers. I think, the wisdom demands that we wait for their 
report. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): There is no 
point in repeating it.   If you have any new point to make, I will allow 
you. 

SHRI N.R. DASARI (Andhra Pradesh) : Mr. Vice-Chairman, 
Sir, the Joint Parliamentary Committee has elaborately discussed it. Its 
report, including dissenting notes have been circulated among the 
Members. I am also one of the dissenters. I want to make it clear that 
there is no need to refer the Bill once again to the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee. We should clinch the issue either this way or that way. We 
have already taken a long time in passing this Bill. If necessary, if the 
Minister feels and if you permit him, we can continue the discussion on 
this Bill tomorrow. But there is no question of postponing it further. 
There is no question of referring it back to the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): There is no 
scope of referring that to the Parliamentary Committee. But, what we 
are discussing here is ...(Interruptions)... 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: Sir, I want to raise a procedural 
point. Now, there are three Committees on patents. This may not be 
known to many Members in the House. There are three Committees 
on patents. The Bill which we are discussing now is the Plant Varieties 
Bill. There is also a Committee on Patents as such. The Chairman of 
that Committee is Mr. Chaturvedi. The third Committee is on the Bio-
diversity Bill which is being discussed by the Standing Committee on 
Science and Technology.    The 
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Committee considering the Bio-diversity Bill will Take one year to 
complete the work. The work of the Joint Committee on Patents will 
take time till the end of the year, that is 3-4 months. Then there is the 
report of this Committee. These three Committees have overlapping 
jurisdictions. They all talk about the authority, they all talk about the 
benefit sharing. There are many things which are common among the 
three. Differences have to be ironed out. Now, we pass this Bill today. 
Tomorrow, the Bill on patents will be passed. The day-after-tomorrow, 
the third Bill will be passed. If there is a conflict among the three, how 
is that conflict going to be resolved? This question has not been 
discussed at any level. We have raised this point several times. But it 
has not been discussed so far at any level. So, I want this thing to be 
discussed. Tomorrow, with more Members present here, there can be 
a more meaningful discussion of that. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL (Uttar Pradesh) : Sir, I do not want to go 
into the validity or invalidity of the arguments advanced. But this is no 
stage for questioning the passage of this Bill. I think we should get on. 
We are wasting time. 

. THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): My 
considered opinion is this. The point raised by Dr. Biplab Dasgupta is 
very relevant. The three Bills are inter-related. But, at the same time, 
they are three separate Bills. Now, two Select Committees have not yet 
completed their work and their reports could not come before the 
House till now. This Committee has completed the work and the report 
has come before the House. On the basis of that, the Business 
Advisory Committee has discussed and decided that we will have the 
discussion, I cannot deny the fact pointed out by the Minister that 
actually this was slated for last week and because of the 
inconvenience of a number of hon. Members, we got it shifted. Now, 
what advantage do we get by again postponing it from today to 
tomorrow? What is the advantage? ...(Interruptions)... You have to 
explain to me. You have to explain the logic. Already, in the beginning 
of the discussion itself, we have taken the sense of the House. 
...(Interruptions).,. If you cite the reason why we should postpone it, 
then, definitely, I can take the sense of the House.   I have no problem. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN (Maharashtra) : Sir, may I say this? 
By postponing this Bill from today to tomorrow, the heavens will not 
fall. But, I will tell you what the problem will be. You have asked for a 
calling-attention 
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discussion tomorrow; you have asked for a short duration discussion 
tomorrow. You have to sacrifice something. After all, the number of 
hours of the day will be the same. Sir, if you recall, we had decided to 
conclude the business yesterday, including the reply. But the reply was 
asked to be postponed. And we did it yesterday. Now, today, I do not 
say we have 'lost', but we have consumed two hours' time for 
yesterday's business. If you do the same thing today, what will 
happen? At the end of the Session, the Supplementary Demands on 
the Manipur Budget will be passed by the Rajya Sabha almost without 
discussion because we will not be left with time. So, my request would 
be, we must discuss different things. The Supplementary Demands 
should also be discussed by this House. I will not lose anything if the 
Supplementary Demands are not discussed here because they will be 
automatically passed. But, as a Member of the Rajya Sabha, I would 
like the Rajya Sabha to discuss it. We have time only up to Thursday. 
We have to discuss this Bill, we have to discuss the Ordinance Bill in 
regard to the Indian Council of World Affairs, we have to discuss the 
Salaries Bill, we have to discuss the Manipur Budget, we have to 
discuss the Supplementary Demands for Grants. ...(Interruption)... We 
have one more discussion, discussion asked for tomorrow, on rural 
employment and roads. We have to discuss that also. 

If you postpone today's discussion, then you are postponing 
something of tomorrow's, and, by the end of the day, the casualty will 
be the Supplementary Demands for Grants, the Manipur Budget, 
which is a financial business, which should not be the casualty; that is 
my request. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): And with all 
due deference to all the hon. Members in the House, I don't think, so 
far as the attendance is concerned, by postponing it there will be a 
great increment in the number of the Members. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN: Sir, I am grateful to the House 
that at 6.15 such a large attendance is there. Many Bills were passed 
in this House at this time when even 10 per cent of the Members who 
are present now, were not present. I am very happy about the number 
of Members present now. ...interruptions)... 

SHRI A. VIJAYA RAGHAVAN (Kerala) : Sir, our request is to 
postpone it today.   What is wrong in it? 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU) : That is 
okay. ...l/nterruptions)... 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR (Gujarat) : Sir, we are wasting the time 
of the House. 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN: Sir, no useful purpose will be 
served by postponing it at the cost of other things. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU) : I agree. I 
think we should have a proper discussion now itself since there is 
interest and so many Members are there. Therefore, we should 
conclude the discussion today. I just want to have the sense of the 
House as to whether the hon. Minister of Health can now make a 
statement on the situation in the All India Institute of Medical Sciences, 
and you can seek clarifications subsequently. 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR: Sir, clarifications can be sought 
tomorrow. ...l/nterruptions)... 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA: Sir, I would like to know 
from the hon. Minister, if we do not pass this Bill in this session itself, 
what will we lose? Let us understand from the Minister, if it is 
postponed to the winter Session for a thorough discussion, what we 
will lose. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN: Sir, this can be asked about any 
Bill. We do not lose anything if you want to defer it. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA: Mr. Mahajan, let me finish. 
...l/nterruptions)... I have already stated, Sir; I am submitting before 
you ...l/nterruptions)... Mr. Mahajan, let me submit before the Chair; 
please don't interfere. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): You are not 
being able to give me any concrete procedural logic as to why we 
should postpone this; I mean that is what is required. 
...l/nterruptions)... At any point of time you can't just get up and say 
that you don't want to discuss this! ... l/nterruptions)... 

SHRI   RAJU   PARMAR:      Since  all  the  parties  in  the  
Business Advisory Committee have agreed to it, why can't we take it 
up today?   In the  Business Advisory Committee it was discussed, and 
it was decided there. ...l/nterruptions)... 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU) : Because of 
that I announced that if you had any objection, at that point of time you 
could have pointed out, "No, we are not going to discuss it today."    I 
think, Mr. Minister, you, please, make the statement, and then we will 
carry on with the discussion. .../Interruptions)... That is what I am 
suggesting. ...l/nterruptions)...   Just a minute.   If you want to seek the 
clarifications first, I have no problem. But, then, we will have to sit late 
in the evening to discuss and conclude this Bill. 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN: Sir, clarifications can be sought 
tomorrow.... l/nterruptions)... 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN : Sir, if they want to seek 
clarifications now, then my Minister will make a statement before the 
House rises. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): No, no; you 
don't understand this. What we have discussed and decided is that he 
can make the statement now and, subsequently, tomorrow or a day 
after tomorrow, whenever it is convenient to the House, he can give a 
reply. 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

Situation in the All India Institute of Medical Sciences. New Delhi 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE (DR. 
C.P. THAKUR): Sir, the health care services in the All India Institute of 
Medical Sciences were affected since 22nd August, 2001 due to an 
agitation by the Resident Doctors' Association and the Karamchari 
Union of the Institute, following an incident in which some employees 
of the Union and Resident Doctors were involved. The OPD services 
and casualty had been affected during the period between 22nd and 27th 
August, 2001. However, the indoor patients were looked after by the 
faculty. The Institute had also prepared a contingency plan to ensure 
maintenance of essential services and support system for patient care, 
and all vital installations were guarded. 

A Committee under the Chairmanship of Dr. H.K. Tiwari 
inquired into the incident which occurred on the 22nd August, 2001. On 
submission of the inquiry report, AllMS issued suspension orders in 
respect of five employees. Also, the services of eight temporary-status 
employees were terminated for their misconduct during the period of 
agitation. 
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